eLOCK eXpert
Clever!
Securing premises electronically.
Intelligently efﬁcient.

Your access to more convenient security
Always seeing the big picture

Which employee has actually got which key and what room(s) does it cover?
Sometimes, it’s not always easy to answer these questions.
And when premises have a change of use or when whole departments
relocate within a building, then “key chaos” is guaranteed.
eLOCK eXpert creates order out of this chaos.
You programme your keys individually and can always see the big picture.

Lost key? No problem

With a mechanical locking system, in the worst case scenario, if a key is lost and if you
really want to be on the safe side, all cylinders in a locking system have to be replaced
and all the people who use the system have to be supplied with new keys.
This can get very expensive. With eLOCK eXpert, you can eliminate these costs.
A lost transponder is simply blocked in the system and a new one is issued.
All the other people who use the system can continue with their original cards.

Control access individually

Ms Dawson only works half days, the delivery guy is only there after 3:00 pm,
but not on Public holidays and the cleaning staff only come in Monday to Friday
between 4:00 pm and 7:00 pm.
Who can possibly keep tabs on all these different requirements?
With eLOCK eXpert, it’s child’s play, because you can deﬁne the access rights
and the access times for each transponder and for each door individually.

Staff changes made simple and quick

When you choose the electronic locking system eLOCK eXpert,
all the time-consuming work connected with administration of key logs
and key cabinets becomes a thing of the past.
If there are personnel changes, the transponders are simply deleted in the system
and reconﬁgured and released for the new staff.

The ideal solution
eLOCK eXpert, the electronic locking system with MIFARE® transponder technology
and the efﬁcient Access on Card locking concept, is the ideal solution for mid-sized
and larger companies and hotels.
Contact us to ﬁnd out for yourself about the many advantages.

eLOCK eXpert
Door components
Cylinder
Knob cylinder

Simple to install
Cylinders tested for DIN EN 15684 compliance, for internal and external doors
❱ Versions available for emergency escape routes,
with single-and double-sided authorisation checks and SKG approval
❱ Versions for proﬁle cylinder locks and locks with Swiss round proﬁle (RP22)
❱ Cylinder lengths can be retrospectively adjusted
❱ Three versions for the inside mechanical knob
❱
❱

Half-cylinder

Comfort system
Perfect combination of usability and design
Comfortable operation
❱ Comfort system for glass doors with ofﬁce or administrative lock classiﬁcation
❱ Comfort system for interior timber doors
❱ APS Comfort system for timber and tubular frame doors; can be used
for internal and external doors, ﬁre protection doors, emergency exit routes
❱
❱

Comfort system
for glass doors

APS
Comfort system

“eLOCK eXpert is designed for
companies that want security that
is professional and high-quality
while at the same time being
efﬁcient and cost-effective.”

The smart locking system

Wall reader
Control and opening of automatic doors, door openers, elevators, barriers and gates
For surface and recessed mounting in internal and external areas
❱ Can be combined with commonly-used switch and intercom ranges from leading manufacturers
❱ Licensing options for upgrading ofﬂine wall readers to online functionality:
– Terminal functions for programming transponders
– Direct programming and control of the wall reader
– Transfer of data from end devices through the transponders, e.g. battery messages from the ofﬂine devices
❱
❱

Wall reader
Wall reader
in Siedle housing

“Very practical!
I get my new access rights
automatically when I book
at the wall reader installed
in the entrance area.”

for mid-sized and large companies
Transponders
13.56 MHz RFID MIFARE® DESFire® transponders
❱ Access on Card: Locking rights are stored on the transponder
❱ No need to go to all doors to modify access authorisations
❱ Simple integration of existing transponders
❱ Transponders are programmed through a PC or decentrally through the wall readers
❱ Special functions, e.g. ticketing, ﬁre service, ofﬁce, day pass
❱

Key fobs
ISO cards

Programming options
Flexible assignment of authorisations and time zones
❱ Logging of access movements
❱ Simple deletion and replacement of lost transponders
❱ Listing of all outstanding programming tasks in the To-Do menu
❱ Programming through NFC stick, To-Do card or wall reader
❱ Windows-based for installation on server, PC or tablet
❱ Different software options: Smart Ofﬁce (Basic version),
Ofﬁce Plus, Multi User, Ticketing and Online licences
❱ Ideally suited for mid-sized to large premises and hotels
❱ Up to 65,000 doors
❱ Up to 250,000 transponders
❱

“Set-up of the eLOCK eXpert software
is tailored to individual requirements
and if required, it can be extended
through additional functions.”
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